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Abstract—Increasing productivity and quality of service, improving the working comfort and ensuring the efficiency of all processes are important challenges for every warehouse. The order picking is recognized to be the most important and costly activity of all the process in warehouses.

This paper presents a new approach using Augmented Reality (AR) in the field of logistics. It aims to create a Head-Up Display (HUD) interface with a Warehouse Management System (WMS), using AR glasses. Integrating AR technology allows the optimization of order picking by reducing time of picking process, increasing the efficiency and delivering quickly. The picker will be able to access immediately to all the information needed for his tasks. All the information is displayed when needed in the field of vision (FOV) of the operator, without any action requested from him.

These research works are part of the industrial project RASL (Réalité Augmentée au Service de la Logistique) which gathers two major partners: the LAGIS (Laboratory of Automatics, Computer Engineering and Signal Processing in Lille-France) and Genrix Group, European leader in warehouses logistics, who provided his software for implementation, and his logistics expertise.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Logistics means having the right thing, at the right place, at the right time in personable way”. Logistics is a very broad area. It can be understood through three distinct business groups: industrial logistics, warehouse logistics and distribution logistics. For our research, we are working on the logistics of distribution. Indeed, a warehouse is a commercial building for buffering and storage facility that receives goods and products for eventual distribution to consumers or other businesses [1][2].

In order picking process, workers collect sets of items from an assortment in a warehouse according to a work order. Then, they deliver them to the next station in a precisely designed material flow process [3]. Experiences from practice show that about a half of the total operating expenses of a warehouse is spent by order picking [4]. This is caused by the complexity and the labor intensity of order picking processes [5].

The possible improvements in warehouse logistics rest a lot upon new technologies, and especially, upon how the operators have access to picking instructions. These instructions, the arrangements and the attribution of the commands are generated by the Warehouse Management System (WMS). Different techniques exist to support the order picking in warehouses: the first technique that appeared, and the most simple, is the pick-by-paper which consists on printing the directions and the quantity to pick on a paper and giving it to the operator. But this technology has low productivity because it does not allow the user to have both hands free. To overcome this loss of productivity, new technologies have been developed such as the pick-by-light in which lights point out the location of the picking. But it has disadvantages because it deprives the operator of having both hands free and creates difficulties if several operators are working in the same part of the warehouse.

The most widely used technology these days is the pick-by-voice, launched in the end of the 1990’s, it is now almost the only technology used in big warehouses [6]. The picker wears a headphone connected to a device which receives vocally the instructions from the WMS. This system is now proven efficient, but is still far from perfection[7]. First of all, the picker lacks of visibility on its command, when an experienced worker could organize his mission with the paper list, to pick first the sizeable packages. Now, he has to follow exactly the order given by the WMS. Secondly, the operator cannot choose when he accesses to information, and the synthetic voice turns out to be irritating after a day of work. In addition, the pick by voice is difficult to use in noisy environments.

The purpose of this paper is to adapt the technology of Augmented Reality (AR) to modern logistics in order to enhance the pickers’ comfort.

The main task of the project is to design a system using AR. A Head-up display (HUD) interface allows the operator to consult every needed information, and only when needed. AR glasses made this type of interface possible for an operator while keeping his hands totally free. This device with an embedded camera will also enhance the capacity to locate the picker (refer to 4.1 Localization check). This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the problematic of AR RASL project. Section 3 details research background related to AR. Section 4 and 5 present respectively the scientific approach and the system architecture. The prototype is described in section 6. Section 7 presents a discussion of the results. Finally, section 8 presents some conclusion and prospects.
II. INDUSTRIAL PROBLEMATIC OF RASL PROJECT

Generix Group is a vendor of collaborative software for the retail ecosystem. We work closely with Generix Group which advice and counsel have proven useful in every step of the project especially when it came to understand the current state of logistics. They had successfully conducted a similar project a few years ago to bring the pick by voice in the warehouses. Their vision as an industrial in the field of logistics is interesting and it raises several questions for the future of the project. One of the main tasks of this project is to be able to limit the operator’s errors during the picking process. The RASL system has to be able to determine if the picker is standing in front of the right item in the right aisle.

The WMS is used to control the movement and storage of goods within a warehouse [8]. It sends the orders to the picker by vocal. The WMS sends these orders without any optimization. Each operator receives the mission and prepares it respecting the order given by the WMS. So, because of traveling unnecessary kilometers, he lost a lot of time preparing the order. In previous work [9], we proposed an alliance between multi-agent system and optimization. We developed an algorithm able to affect the order to the nearest picker and assign to it the shortest path for picking mission. In order to enhance the operators work and optimize more their path, we propose to integrate the AR technology in the picking process to guide them in the warehouse. The optimization is based on the using of the pick-by-AR and the optimization algorithm [9].

III. STATE OF THE ART

The AR technology has been successfully implemented over the past two decades in military and scientific projects. Research activity in the field of AR has been recently increased significantly thanks to the emergence of Smartphone and Mobile AR [10]. This technology consists on mixing the real and the virtual worlds in order to provide the user with digital information to guide and help him to understand his environment.

Some researchers define AR as a way that requires the use of Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs). To avoid limiting AR to specific technologies, this study defines AR as systems that have the following three characteristics[11]:

1) combines real and virtual
2) Interactive in real time
3) Registered in 3-D

The first attempt to AR is referred to Ivan Sutherland, in 1965 [12], who published “The Ultimate Display”[13]. In 1968, he built a head-mounted computer graphics display that also tracked the position of the user's head movements.

AR technology can be used in several kinds of problems. The most successful AR applications concern the field of medicine care [14], [15], entertainment [16], art [10], education and learning [17], manufacturing [18], [19], aeronautical maintenance [20].

The use of AR becomes increasingly popular in many ways following statistics made by Hidden Inc (see figure 1).

Inc. [21] summarized that there were already 83 augmented reality applications in the App store in 2008. Today each month 35 new AR applications are launched and 43% of total applications are for free [1].

A group of German researchers made several studies on the application of AR in logistics in 2008. The main purpose of these studies was to demonstrate the efficiency of the AR for the picking process compared to other techniques. They focused on the determination of the path display type which minimizes the error rate (between an arrow, a framework and a virtual tunnel) [22]. However, the proposed solutions used in these studies are not applicable in a warehouse because they require the installation of two cameras by aisle, a huge investment for a full warehouse.

An Austrian company specialized in logistics, Knapp[23], conducted a similar project involving augmented reality in warehouses in 2011. But, after passing the test phase a few years ago, this project has provided over its progress and seems to have been put on standby.

Lithuanian researchers [1] have also worked on the use of AR technology in the field of logistics in 2013 in order to decrease error rate of object selection and decision-making time. But they presented an idea without developing an AR pilot product for logistics which is delayed by a lack of hardware equipment for real time tracking of people on a warehouse environment. Actually, the most used technique is the pick by voice. The operator receives and executes the order received from the WMS by voice[24]. The picker comfort is necessary to satisfy customer orders and deliver in time. Despite the increased use in various fields, the AR technology still unused in the field of logistics and particularly in warehouses. Thanks to our collaboration with an industrial partner, we are integrating the technique of pick-by-AR which represents an innovation in warehouses and especially for order picker who still working with recognition voice technique. We propose an intelligent system using the AR glasses to guide operators. Our goal is to enable them to work hands free and also reduce the error rate and travel fewer miles during the picking process using our optimization algorithm.

IV. LOCALIZATION CHECK AND MARKER BASED AUGMENTED REALITY

With maker-based AR systems, markers are positioned at specific locations on material elements for which we want to add virtual images, also called augmentations.
At first, we tried to have a localization of the operator in real time. Items in the warehouse will be equipped by markers to identify them. A marker is a simple pattern on a white background surrounded by a black frame. The algorithm represented by the figure 2\(^1\) [25] must first detect and identify the marker, then deduce real-time position and orientation relative to the camera.

![Figure 2. Principle of operation of detection algorithm](https://creativeapplications.net/processing/augmented-reality-with-processing-tutorial-processing)

Each item is represented by a marker. When it is in the FOV of the picker, it is automatically read by the embedded camera and analyzed by the device, which will be able to tell the operator if this marker corresponds to its destination, and otherwise, tell him where to go in the aisle (or to change of aisle if needed).

We studied different techniques such as the smart floor, the recognition form and the QR Code. This later doesn’t require a huge installation. It just needs to stick it on each shelf. We choose the QR Code technology for its several advantages such as high capacity, small space, fast reading.

QR Code, which stands to Quick Response Code, was created in 1994 by Denso Wave Corporation in Japan. It has been approved as an AIM (Anviz Intelligent Management) Standard, a JIS Standard and an ISO standard [26]. This two-dimensional bar code is used in a wide variety of applications, such as manufacturing, logistics, and sales applications [27]. A QR Code can store much more information than a one-dimensional bar code which contains data in one direction only whereas a QR Code contains information in both the vertical and horizontal directions [28]. It can hold a considerably greater volume of information: 7.089 characters for numeric only, 4,296 characters for alphanumeric data, 2,953 bytes of binary (8 bits) and 1,817 characters of Japanese Kanji/Kana symbols.

The QR Code has a function of an error correction. Four levels of precision exist, allowing the correction of the errors [28]:

- L Level: about 7% or less error can be corrected.
- M Level: about 15% or less error can be corrected.
- Q Level: about 25% or less error can be corrected.
- H Level: about 30% or less error can be corrected.

The following figure\(^2\) explains how to recognize the error level on a QR Code.

This means that H Level QR Code can be read, even if 30% of the code is unreadable. It is easy to adapt the type of QR Code used depending on the reading conditions (brightness, dirtiness etc.). So we can read it even if it is partly damaged or dirty.

V. THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

A. Interfacing WMS-RASL

Once the operator is ready to react in function of information gathered thanks to the marker in his FOV, RASL interact with the WMS in charge of the whole picking process (Figure 3). The WMS sends all the information needed for the picking process: the index for the order, the address of all its items (aisle, number, level), the quantity to pick, etc. The operator identifies himself to RASL (log-on) with his personal card, and makes a picking request. The WMS, through RASL receives the information. If the log-on information is correct, it can generate the complete picking order such as described earlier. When the operator accepts the picking order, a signal is sent to the WMS through our system and the operator will be followed step by step by the WMS. During the process, the WMS is notified each time an item is picked up until the order is complete. When it is done, the operator can log off, if he does not, another assignment is automatically generated.

![Figure 3. WMS interaction during the picking process](https://www.QRStuff.com)

From a technical point of view, RASL has a central server monitoring the picking process and communicating with the WMS. The connection between the WMS’ server and the RASL server is made through a Virtual Private Network (VPN). The communication itself is made through the Data Queue system used by MQ Series (Figure 4) [29].

---

1. creativeapplications.net/processing/augmented-reality-with-processing-tutorial-processing
2. QRStuff.com
B. User interface

The AR glasses can display information in the FOV of the picker, dynamically without any input. The quality of the displayed information can then be greatly increased, in speed and in relevance as it matches the user’s environment. However, the quantity and the display mode must be carefully and thoroughly thought. The interface has to display information that can be understood immediately. So, the choice of the symbols, colors, locations most adapted to each user especially when dealing with repeating tasks is very important. In order to customize the interface, the proposed system allow to the picker to choose his degree of expertise between a beginner, an intermediate and an expert. Such choice will not affect the quantity of information but the mode of display, with more information for a beginner (aisle X, number Y, level Z) or only with coordinate for an expert (X, Y, Z).

C. System components interaction

The RASL program is developed on OGRE (Object-Oriented Graphics Rendering Engine). Ogre is a scene-oriented, real-time, flexible 3D rendering engine. The SDK of Laster Technologies proposes the following architecture (figure 5).

VI. THE PROTOTYPE

A. Identification

The picking process can only begin if the pickers are available and ready to receive an order. Each picker begins by identifying himself by presenting a personal identification card which is a marker containing useful information about the picker (such as his name, his expertise and his director eye).

This step is represented in figure 7.
B. Picking mission

After the identification, a request for a work is sent to the WMS. Each item is identified by an address, a code, a designation and a status. The answer issued by the WMS is the picking order which contains the list of all the items with their coordinates to find them (Aisle, number, level). As soon as this step is complete, the picker can begin his picking's mission, following the instruction of both WMS/RASL. The item’s address is permanently displayed during the process. When the operator approaches the picking zone, the system indicates through the markers if he is on the right shelf, in the right path, in front of the sought item. As soon as the operator finds the right item, he can pick the items. The picking process is represented by the figures 8, 9.

![Guiding the operator][30]

Figure 8. Guiding the operator [30]

![Right location][31]

Figure 9. Right location

After he found the right location, the picker starts the picking/putting process (figure 10).

![Putting phase][32]

Figure 10. Putting phase

At the end of the picking mission, the picker can choose between asking for another mission or disconnect.

VII. DISCUSSION

The alliance between the AR technology in the warehouses and the optimization approach [9] allows to the operator to travel fewer miles. By assigning the nearest picker to the order and controlling items order, pickers earn approximately in terms of kilometers 11% and the gain can reach 28%. Reducing distance travelled by order picking and time of order picking enhance warehouse performance.

Order picking takes less time using AR. The information is displayed in the FOV of the operator so that it executes the command while keeping his hands free. The integration of augmented reality allows the gain in terms of time and productivity.

The alliance of the AR technology with the optimization algorithm

VIII. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS

Moving from the pick-by-voice to the pick-by-AR allows to the operators to have their hands free for the picking mission in order to provide better working conditions for them.

This project is the revolution which warehouse logistics are waiting for since 1990’s. The facility and ease of access to essential information, as well as its clarity, are greatly improved, especially in noisy environments.

The device offers original features such as e-learning (the automatic training of novice users), and the possibility for experimented operators to sort the order of the picking in order to improve the preparation of his pallets. In the future, we aim to add more features to our system. The management of the missing after picking process is also an important task in warehouses that we intend to develop.
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